


‘The DMP may include 
monitoring of dust deposition, 
dust flux, real-time PM10 
continuous monitoring and/or 
visual inspections’. 
 
Good practice guidance for 
controlling dust is available 
within the IAQM ‘Guidance on 
the Assessment of dust from 
demolition and construction’ 
(2014). 
 
BDC Environmental Health 
requires that any CEMP or DMP 
must contain clear statements of 
intent and absolute 
requirements rather than 
optional ones. The measures and 
controls undertaken must be in 
line with appropriate guidance 
and the submission makes 
reference to adopting good 
practice for high risk sites (as 
detailed within the 
aforementioned IAQM guidance) 
as being embedded within the 
mitigation. As the DMP is 
developed then the applicant 
will need to confirm what 
emissions to air monitoring is to 
be carried out and it will need to 
be agreed with the local 



authorities for specific 
activities/incidents. Appropriate 
monitoring would be a 
combination of that highlighted 
in bold above but as a minimum 
there would be the expectation 
of documented visual 
inspections to assess any 
emissions beyond the boundary 
of the site.       
 
From the Ecology perspective 
BDC would comment as follows: 
 
A ‘Dust Risk Assessment’ (DRA) 
has been undertaken based on 
the IAQM guidance1 and has 
been included within the Air 
Quality ES Chapter 14 (Air 
Quality) [APP-046]. This has 
identified the River Ter SSSI and 
five Ancient Woodlands as being 
High sensitivity receptors, as the 
ecological sites are Nationally 
designated or are sensitive 
ecosystems situated within 20m 
of the Order Limits.  
 
Therefore, a Dust Management 
Plan (DMP) has been prepared 

                                                           
1 Holman et al (2014). IAQM Guidance on the assessment of dust from demolition and construction, Institute of Air Quality Management, London. 

 



for the construction, operation 
and decommissioning of the 
solar farm, which includes all 
relevant mitigation measures 
which are highly recommended 
for High sensitivity receptors, in 
line with IAQM guidance. This 
has been outlined within the 
Outline CEMP  
[EN010118/APP/7.10],  
Outline OEMP  
[EN010118/APP/7.11]  
and Decommissioning Strategy   
[EN010118/APP/7.12].  
 
Therefore, from the Ecology 
perspective BDC are satisfied 
that proposed measures are 
adequately secured to avoid 
impacts upon Nationally 
designated sites or sensitive 

ecosystems and are in line with 
best practice methodology.  
 
In terms of impacts of dust upon 
European sites, the Habitats 
Regulations Assessment 
[EN010118/APP/6.7] outlines 
that the nearest European site is 
over 9km from the Order Limits. 
Therefore, given that IAQM 
guidance outlines airborne dust 
is unlikely to adversely effect 







BDC consider that the overall 
approach to battery safety 
management as set out in the 
Outline Battery Safety 
Management Plan is 
comprehensive and appears to 
provide a robust set of safety 
management measures. 
However, BDC defer to ECC Fire 
& Rescue and the HSE with 
regard to their specialist 
expertise on the relevant areas 
of battery safety management.  

1.5.31 Host Authorities  
Historic England 

Schedule 2, R12 & R25 –please comment on 
the wording of these requirements and the 
approach to the WSI set out in the oCEMP 
[APP-214]. See also ExQ1.9.3 below. 

BDC defers to Essex County 
Council in respect of 
archaeology. 

1.5.32 Host Authorities  
The Environment Agency 

Please confirm whether or not the wording of 
R13 and R14 and the contents of the 
oCEMP[APP-214] and oOEMP [APP-215] is 
agreed. If not, please provide further details. 

BDC are currently content in 
principle with the wording of 
R13 and R14 and the contents of 
both OCEMPS. However, these 
remain under discussion and 
consideration with the applicant. 

 A meeting is scheduled to be 
held on 5th September 2022 
between the applicant and Host 
Authorities to discuss the 
requirements and drafting 
changes. A further update will 
be provided subsequent to the 
meeting. 









control/prevention would be of 
interest. 

1.10.2 Host Authorities Do the Host Authorities agree that the 
locations set out in Figure 11-1 [APP-187] and 
Table 11-3 [APP-043] are representative of the 
nearest NSR’s? 

BDC accepts the monitoring 
locations and the applicants 
reasoning for those locations 
relative to the noise sensitive 
receptors.   

 

 

 




